Adjustable Fuel Pressure Regulator Kit for 2008+STI
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PSP-FUL-301
Thank you for purchasing this PERRIN product for your car! Installation of this product should only be performed by persons experienced with installation of aftermarket
performance parts and proper operation of high performance vehicles. If vehicle needs to be raised off the ground for installation, the installer must use proper jacks, jack-stands
and/or a professional vehicle hoist for safety of the installer and to protect property. If the vehicle is lifted improperly, serious injury or death may occur! Please read through all
instructions before performing any portion of installation. If you have any questions, please contact our tech department prior to starting installation. We can be reached in any of
the following methods:
Email Tech@PERRINperformance.com
Instant Chat off the main page of www.PERRINperformance.com
Or simply call our tech team at 503-693-1702

GENERAL MODIFICATION NOTE
Modifications to any vehicle can change the handling and performance. As with any vehicle extreme care must be used to prevent loss of control or roll-over during sharp turns or
abrupt maneuvers. Always wear seat belts, and drive safely, recognizing that reduced speeds and specialized driving techniques may be required. Failure to drive a vehicle safely may
result in serious injury or death. Do not drive a vehicle unless you are familiar with its unique handling characteristics and are c onfident of your ability to maintain control under all
driving conditions. Some modifications (and combinations of modifications) are not recommended and may not be permitted in your state or country. Consult the owner’s manual,
service manual, instructions accompanying these products, and local laws before purchasing and installing these modifications . You are responsible for the legality and safety of the
vehicle you modify using these components.

SPECIAL NOTES:
•
•

•
•
•
•

WARNING!! Dealing with fuel improperly can lead to death and or injury. Never smoke, or have any open flames around during installation of this part.
This regulator is designed for high performance racing engines and may have one undesirable effect for street driven cars. The slow start condition that may occur and is
totally normal. This is the regulator dropping pressure as the cars sits and engine not running. This drop in pressure does not affect the actual pressure of the fuel
system, but rather the fuel pressure at the initial key-on position. To counteract the slow start, simply turn the key to the on position and let it sit for 2 seconds before
trying to start the car. In some instances of extreme temps or extended periods of time sitting, two cycles of the key to the on position may be requi red.
Installing this fuel pressure regulator will increase the amount of fuel being delivered and having the car retuned is highly recommended.
Each regulator has been adjusted to 45psi base pressure. This is slightly higher than your stock regulator’s setting (43.5psi), which is done to add a small amount of fuel
under full throttle.
If a custom tune is going to be done to ECU, we highly recommend installing a fuel pressure gauge into 1/8NPT port on bottom and check pressure before proceeding.
Included are (4) Oetiker Clamps to use alternatively to the OEM fuel hose clamps. These are not required, but included to make for a cleaner installation and match your
PERRIN fuel rails that you may already have installed.

Parts Included With PERRIN Fuel Pressure Regulator Kit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(2ft)

PERRIN Fuel Pressure Regulator Assembly
M6x50 Socket Cap Screw
M6 Lock Nut
M6 Fender Washer
Zip Ties
15.7 Oetiker Clamps
M5 Allen Wrench
3/32” Allen Wrench
5/32” Vacuum Hose

Installation of PERRIN Fuel Pressure Regulator
1.
2.
3.

Remove lower portion of rear seat. This is done by pulling outward on small clips located on both sides of seat. You can see the white plastic
connector in the above left picture. Lightly pull up on seat to locate connectors, then pull small tabs toward front of car t o eject seat from car.
Remove (4) screws to expose top of fuel tank and fuel pump connector.
Start engine and unplug fuel pump connector under back seat while car is running. This will cause the car to stumble and die as fuel pressure drops.
Continue to start the car at least 4 more times for at least 5 seconds each time. Note: This will not remove fuel from the fuel lines, but only relieve
pressure. When fuel lines are disconnected, fuel will still spill out and proper rags and ventilation will be needed to handl e spillage.

4.

Locate OEM fuel pressure regulator and fuel lines going to it. Take note of top fuel lines as being the feed, and the lower fuel lines as being the
return. This is also the same as the OEM lines on the actual fuel rails.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Loosen all (4) fuel injection clamps, and twist hoses on fittings to free up.
Slowly pull one of the hoses off and prepare to catch fuel. Do this to each hose as shown above.
Remove fuel pressure regulator vacuum hose from intake manifold.
Remove OEM fuel pressure regulator and fuel dampener setup from car, making sure to leave behind EVAP hose (which is not disconnected). Note:

Make sure to have rags ready to catch additional fuel spillage.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Following diagram and using supplied OEM hose clamps, connect upper fuel hose from fire wall (fuel pump feed hose) to lower fitting on PERRIN
Regulator marked Fuel Pump Feed.
Tighten hose clamp making sure that hose is pushed completely onto fitting and clamp is resting on body of fitting.
Following diagram and using OEM hose clamps, connect lower fuel hose from fire wall (fuel tank return) to upper fitting on PERRIN Regulator
marked Return To Tank. Note: This will create a twist in the two hoses, which is normal and can be straightened out after next step.
Tighten hose clamp making sure that hose is pushed completely onto fitting and clamp is resting on body of fitting.
Using M6 hardware, bolt PERRIN Fuel Pressure Regulator to black steel bracket through square hole that plastic clip snapped into. Untwist fuel hard
lines at firewall to reduce stress on hoses.

14. Following diagram and using OEM hose clamps, connect upper hose from fuel rail (fuel rail feed) to lower fitting on PERRIN Regulator marked Feed
To Rail. Tighten hose clamp making sure that hose is pushed completely onto fitting and clamp is resting on body of fitting.
15. Following diagram and using OEM hose clamps, connect lower fuel hose on fuel rail (fuel rail return) to upper fitting on PERRIN Regulator marked
Return From Rail. Tighten hose clamp making sure that hose is pushed completely onto fitting and clamp is resting on body of fitting.
16. Using supplied hose, connect vacuum/boost port on fuel pressure regulator to fitting on intake manifold. Secure both ends using zip ties.

17. Plug fuel pump connector back onto fuel pump, and turn key to the on position (Not starting the engine) for 4 seconds to prime the fuel system. Do
this roughly 5 times and check for fuel leaks at all connection points.
18. Start engine and let run for 10-15 seconds, then shut it off. Check for fuel leaks. If no leaks are found, reinstall back seat, and take car for a 10
minute test drive. Check for leaks one final time. Note: If at any time fuel leaks are found, stop and fix them immediately! If o-rings are found to
be bad, please call and we will ship you new ones.
19. Recheck for fuel leaks after 1 day of driving, and then one final check after 1 week of driving.

Fuel Pressure Adjustments
The PERRIN adjustable fuel pressure regulator can be fine-tuned for your application. In order to accomplish these adjustments, a fuel pressure gauge must be
installed along feed portion of fuel system. Included with each regulator is a port located on the bottom which can be used to install a pressure gauge or
sensor. This port is threaded 1/8NPT which is most commonly used for fuel pressure gauges and sensors.

Base Fuel Pressure adjustments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Start engine with fuel pressure gauge being visible, and let car run for a minimum of 5 minutes or until car is fully warmed up.
Remove vacuum tube from regulator and pinch off hose temporarily. Note: This is done to eliminate intake manifold vacuum from affecting fuel
pressure readings.
Using 3/8” wrench, loosen the jam nut on the top of the PERRIN fuel pressure regulator.
Using a 3/32” allen key, tighten or loosen set screw.
a.
To increase fuel pressure turn the set screw in a clockwise rotation.
b.
To decrease fuel pressure turn the set screw in a counter-clockwise rotation.
Tighten jam nut once adjustments have been completed.
Recheck fuel pressure readings one last time.

Connecting to Aftermarket Fuel Rails
The PERRIN adjustable fuel pressure regulator has two additional ports that can be used to eliminate junctions, Y’s or T’s in aftermarket fuel systems. This
allows each fuel rail on each head to have its own supply and return hose allowing for additional fuel flow. Additional fittings, hoses and clamps will be needed
if you choose to utilize these ports. See your PERRIN dealer for additional parts.
•
•
•

Using markings on junction block, connect both lower ports marked “FEED TO RAIL” to the bottom ports on PERRIN fuel rails. If using aftermarket
rails that do not have a flow direction to them (ports on front and back), simply connect to either front or back ports.
Using markings on junction block, connect both upper ports marked “RETURN FROM RAIL” to the top ports on PERRIN fuel rails. If using aftermarket
rails that do not have a flow direction to them (ports on front and back), simply connect to either front or back ports.
Make sure to use proper fuel injection hose and proper clamps when installing PERRIN Fuel Pressure Regulator.

Oetiker Clamp Installation Guide
IF you choose to install supplied pinch style clamps to replace a damaged OEM clamp or just to make the engine bay appear nicer, it is important that you
follow instructions below.
•
Make sure hose is pushed completely onto fitting until it bottoms out and can’t be pushed on further.
•
Place clamp so it rests on body of fitting, this ensures the clamps is placed behind bead of fitting.
•
Using proper crimping tool (Oetiker brand or nipper pliers) pinch clamp as show below. Note: It is important to make sure that crimp is done as
shown below to ensure proper seal and tension is made on hose.

Above diagram shows how to properly crimp the clamps. The proper tool is also shown.

Questions, Comments and Suggestions Contact: Tech@PERRINperformance.com
Visit Our Website for Instant Chat Options at www.PERRINperformance.com
Call Our Tech Team at 503-693-1702

